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I-Language

• The focus of  inquiry is thus on an I-language: 

•  Ranging over individuals 

• Of  their mental grammars, entities that are 
internal to each person.  

• Specified intensionally, i.e. by rules by providing a 
formula or description that characterises all and 
only the members of  sets of  words (given that 
language is infinite use of  finite means)



Acquisition

• ‘Language learning is not really something that the child does; 
it is something that happens to the child placed in an 
appropriate environment, much as the child’s body grows and 
matures in a predetermined way when provided with 
appropriate nutrition and environmental 
stimulation’ [Chomsky 1993, p. 519] 

• Infants are not blank slates,  ut rather they are are information 
processors in possession of  an internal knowledge of  syntax 
i.e., the principles and processes which govern form.  

• Primary Linguistic Data has the role of  a trigger..



The generative approach

• Interested in first language(s), not as sites of  
identity ascription, but as ‘steady states’ (S1....Sn) 
reached through exposure of  the innately endowed 
initial state (S0) to the Primary Linguistic Data 
(PLD). 

• The knowledge imperative is to build a formal 
model of  S0, S1, and all you need to get from S0 
to S1. 



The generative approach

• The genetic endowment is a specification of: 

• A finite set of  fundamental principles universal 
to all languages, and  

• A set of  parameters by which languages can 
vary from one another.  

• Language acquisition involves setting those 
parameters



• Going from this:

S0
• these (and it does 

not really matter 
what the language 
names are!)

S1 S2

• ...



The empiricist approach

• Key assumption in nativism is that the knowledge of  
language is a domain specific knowledge. Empiricists 
dispute this.  

• They suppose that the same systems of  acquisition 
operate across many psychological domains. 

• When there is evidence for domain-specific 
psychological acquisition systems, this too is learned 
using domain-general psychological systems.



An argument for nativism: 
the Poverty of the stimulus 

• The PoS argument: “The information in a learner’s 
environment is inadequate to account for an acquired 
psychological trait given only general-purpose learning 
systems”.... (Margolis & Lawrence 2012).  

• The degraded input requires the postulation requires 
specific ‘learning’ mechanisms. “POSA states that the 
“narrowly limited extent of  the available data . . . leaves 
little hope that much of  the structure of  the language 
can be learned by an organism initially uninformed as to 
its general character.” (Chomsky 1965)



The Standard POS Argument 
(Laurence and Margolis 2001)

• An  indefinite number of  alternative sets of  principles are 
consistent with the regularities found in the primary 
linguistic data.  

• The correct set of  principles needn't be (and typically isn't) 
in any pretheoretic sense simpler or more natural than the 
alternatives. 

• The data that would be needed for choosing among these 
sets of  principles are in many cases not the sort of  data that 
are available to an empiricist learner in the child's epistemic 
situation.



The Standard POS Argument 
(Laurence and Margolis 2001)

• So if  children were empiricist learners, they 
couldn't reliably arrive at the correct grammar for 
their language. 

• Children do reliably arrive at the correct grammar 
for their language. 

• Therefore, children aren't empiricist learners.



Matching sentences to 
situations

Given the sentence 6, what situation do you think 
it will match to?
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Matching sentences to 
situations

Sentence
X

Situation
Y

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

Given the sentence 6, what situation do you 
think it will match to?



Matching sentences to 
situations

You assumed the rule was x = y 
In fact: the rule is  

 [(x-5)*(x-4)*(x-3)*(x-2)*(x-1)]+x = y 
By this rule all inputs greater than 5 will yield 

some large number
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Matching sentences to situations

Sentence
X

Situation
Y

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 126



Logical problem of language 
acquisition (Cowie 1997)

• In general, poverty of  the stimulus arguments point 
to a ‘gap’ between the rich stock of  knowledge 
about language that competent speakers possess and 
the meagre supply of  linguistic information that 
their experience during learning provides. This gap 
is so wide, the nativist asserts, that no child endowed 
only with an empiricist-style, general-purpose 
learning mechanism could hope to bridge it. 

• Children aren’t given negative evidence.  



• How to get to (v) on an 
empiricist trail? 

• In (i)-(iii) if  a child hears a  a 
sentence in L that is not a 
sentence of  H, she mustt revise 
H. In other words, she can 
move towards the correct 
grammar by exposure to 
‘positive evidence’, evidence 
(as is provided by someone’s 
uttering a sentence) that a 
given string is a sentence of  
the target language. 

• But in (iv) — where  her 
grammar generates all of  L 
and also some strings that are 
not in L — no positive 
evidence can be used to trim 
H. 



Evidence from hindi: 
pareek (2017)



Oblique case



Total results



Total results



• Error type D: 0% suggests  that the rule governing oblique marking 
on functional categories is acquired much earlier than nouns without 
any exceptions.  

• The rules governing oblique marking on inflecting nouns, on the 
other hand, are acquired through a process of  internalising the 
generalisations about the phonological form of  the individual nouns 
and the exceptions to this generalisation. 

• Under these deductions, Error type B which requires oblique 
concord on a modifying constituent of  a non-inflecting noun can be 
attributed to the partial adherence to the rules of  oblique concord. 
Since the noun is non-inflecting in these instances where the oblique 
case morphology does not have a phonological form, concord with 
this noun does not take place on the modifying constituents. This is a 
partial adherence because each participant making these errors is 
also seen to use the grammatical counterpart of  such a structure.



Many questions

• Are these cases of: 

• Or do children make performance errors too?  

• How different are children’s performance errors from adults’ 
ones? 

• Why is there a condition on -ne? “2 participants (CT-NK:5;1 
and CT-AKS:5;11) in the study are seen to omit oblique 
morphology specifically in the context of  the -ne postposition 
(an instance of  Error type B). While CT-NK:5;1 omits oblique 
morphology in each of  the 15 contexts where the phonological 
form of  –ne marked noun phrase obligatorily requires it, CT-
AKS:5;11 only seems to violate this rule partially with 5.



Further issues







How do grammars 
develop?

• Not a linear progression — is the variability caused 
by problems in determining feature agreement/
concord, or the reflection of  this in morphology? 

• Do these results present a challenge to the 
Chomskyan conjecture? Not at all, as none of  
these errors are present in the input. Rather they 
merely tell us what we dont know (yet).


